
STROLLER ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Howdee sisterchix! 

Welcome to our Outrageously Ridiculous World of Fun!

● Your team will assemble this darling stroller with upholstery, garland, and wheel 
covers prior to the trip and pack them with all of this décor finished before 
leaving Texas. 

● Work together to pack multiple folded up strollers in golf bags for transport. 
Miscellaneous prop items (dolly/stuffy) can be packed around strollers as fit.

● Character Actresses and BannerBabes will not need strollers. Props furnished 
for Banner. Walkers needed for Actresses. Slide show coming soon for Walker 
prep.



The stroller kit includes items 
pictured: 4 wheel covers. 1 green 
fabric. 1 silver garland. Pipe 
cleaners.

Use all of the pipe cleaners to 
ensure no gaps in garland. Use 
more as needed.



Assembly requires white 
duct tape and many Large 
safety pins.
Save yourself hassle and get 
pins with sharp points

This sample stuffie isn’t fully 
decorated.
We may use light colored 
stuffies/dolls a minimum of 
20” long 
Decked out in any 
combination of green, silver, 
white. 



Handlebars
Using white duct tape, cover handles on the stroller



Upholstery
Holding the short edge of the fabric, fold the selvage down and find center of that short edge. Find the 
center of the stroller seat and pin the center of the fabric to the seat, folding about two squares over 
the back of the seat. Secure the rest of the top of the upholstery with pins. We don’t want to see any 
raw edges.



Smooth the fabric down the seat, keeping a bit of slack for your baby’s bottom. 
We will NOT be using the seat belt. 
Pin the bottom of the fabric to the underside of the stroller seat – again we want no raw edges. 
Secure along the stroller seat. 



Using safety pins, secure the sides of the fabric to the sides of the stroller. 

The raw edges aren’t as critical here because they will be covered with the garland but make sure 
any extra fabric is pinned to the back or folded under and pinned.



Garland. Starting on the top 
right of the stroller (as you are 
facing the stroller), attach the 
garland to the stroller. 

Use the pipe cleaners to 
secure it to the stroller tight 
and straight without gaps.

Continue down from the top 
right all the way to the foot rest, 
across the footrest...



Garland continued
..up the left side of the stroller and 
across the top of the stroller. 

Keep the garland as tight as
possible and also make the corners 
as square as possible.

Attaching the garland to the
bottom outside frame of the
footrest helps keep the corner
square. 



Cut off the extra 
garland and 
attach end. 

Good Job Ladies!



Using MORE safety pins, go 
back along the garland and 
secure the garland to the fabric 
where possible and where 
needed.
Make it secure on the stroller!!!
           
...almost DONE!



Take the leftover garland, 
match ends and cut in half. 



Using pipe 
cleaners, 
attached the 
two pieces 
of garland to 
the 
V-shaped 
framework 
on each side 
of the 
stroller.



Wheel Covers
Cut/tear off three pieces of duct tape, fold it back over and place on the back side of 
the wheel cover and attach to the outside of the wheel. Repeat for the other three 
wheels.



Dolly 
Using safety pins, pin 
your dolly to the stroller 
–  back of head and as 
needed. 

Fret NOT it does not 
hurt them and then they 
will not go AIRBORNE 
during parade!



Butterflies
Keep them safe from harm. Pack in check-on 
bag flat in protective cover. Bring on 
motorcoach to show and parade in protective 
cover. The prop team will attach them for 
everyone. You will unattach and place back in 
protective cover prior to loading strollers back 
on motorcoach after performances.



Green Bag
Place the handles of the 
green bag over the handles 
of the stroller, insert the bag 
between the stroller frame 
and fabric. We don’t want it 
flapping in the wind.

….and now it’s time for us 
ALL to join up in….



Ireland


